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Abstract Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is associated with cardiac hypertrophy, diastolic dysfunction, and
sudden death. Recently, it has been suggested that inefficient energy utilization could be a common molecular
pathway of HCM-related mutations. We have previously
generated transgenic Sprague–Dawley rats overexpressing a
truncated cardiac troponin T (DEL-TNT) molecule, displaying typical features of HCM such as diastolic dysfunction and an increased susceptibility to ventricular
arrhythmias. We now studied these rats using 31P magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (MRS). MRS demonstrated that
cardiac energy metabolism was markedly impaired, as
indicated by a decreased phosphocreatine to ATP ratio
(−31%, p<0.05). In addition, we assessed contractility of
isolated cardiomyocytes. While DEL-TNT and control
cardiomyocytes showed no difference under baseline
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conditions, DEL-TNT cardiomyocytes selectively exhibited
a decrease in fractional shortening by 28% after 1 h in
glucose-deprived medium (p<0.05). Moreover, significant
decreases in contraction velocity and relaxation velocity
were observed. To identify the underlying molecular pathways, we performed transcriptional profiling using realtime PCR. DEL-TNT hearts exhibited induction of several
genes critical for cardiac energy supply, including CD36,
CPT-1/-2, and PGC-1α. Finally, DEL-TNT rats and controls were studied by radiotelemetry after being stressed by
isoproterenol, revealing a significantly increased frequency
of arrhythmias in transgenic animals. In summary, we
demonstrate profound energetic alterations in DEL-TNT
hearts, supporting the notion that inefficient cellular ATP
utilization contributes to the pathogenesis of HCM.
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Introduction
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is an inherited heart
disease, affecting approximately 0.2% of the population [1].
The clinical phenotype is highly variable, ranging from
lifelong absence of symptoms to progressive heart failure or
early sudden cardiac death in adolescents. Multiple mutations in more than ten genes have been shown to cause
HCM, most of which encode for contractile proteins [2].
While the perception of HCM as a disease of the sarcomere
[3] is thus widely accepted, the pathogenetic mechanisms
by which HCM-associated mutations cause the disease still
remain unclear. Exemplarily, the alterations of contractility
caused by different sarcomeric protein mutations are not
consistent. Mutations in the β-myosin heavy chain may
result in either reduced [4] or enhanced motor activity [5].
Next to β-myosin heavy chain and myosin binding
protein C, mutations in the cardiac troponin T (TNT) gene
are a frequent cause of HCM and more than 30 HCMassociated TNT mutations have been described. Clinically,
TNT mutations are characterized by relatively mild or even
absent cardiac hypertrophy but nevertheless a high incidence
of ventricular arrhythmias and sudden death [6]. TNT forms
the troponin complex together with troponin C and I and
binds to tropomyosin, thereby modulating thin filament
function by several mechanisms, including regulation of
Ca2+ sensitivity, the conformational state of the thin filament,
and subsequently the magnitude of myofibrillar ATPase
activity [7] as well as the level of force generation [8].
A recent theory considers “energy compromise” due to
inefficient ATP utilization of the sarcomere as a central defect
in HCM [9]. This view is supported by the observation that
several different mutations produce an impaired phosphocreatine (PCr)/ATP ratio in affected patients [10]. Moreover,
defects in genes critical for myocardial energy supply, such
as CD36 [11] and mitochondrial tRNA [12], cause a cardiac
phenotype that closely resembles HCM.
We have previously generated a transgenic rat model of
the disease, expressing a human TNT truncation mutation
lacking exon 16 (DEL-TNT). DEL-TNT transgenic hearts
display an impaired systolic and diastolic function in the
working heart model in the absence of significant left
ventricular hypertrophy [13]. Moreover, after exercise
training, these hearts exhibited ventricular arrhythmias,
corresponding to the high risk of patients with this mutation
for sudden cardiac death [13]. Finally, investigations on
skinned DEL-TNT cardiac fiber preparations revealed an
impaired ratio of calcium-dependent tension development
and myofibrillar ATPase activity [14].
We now assessed whether energy homeostasis is
compromised in DEL-TNT rats in vivo. In addition,
contractile function of energy-depleted DEL-TNT cardiomyocytes and WT controls was examined in vitro.
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Here, we demonstrate profound energetic alterations in
DEL-TNT hearts, which lead to contractile dysfunction
under conditions of metabolic stress. These findings
support the theory that a cellular energy deficit is an
important pathogenetic factor that may contribute to the
clinical phenotype of HCM.

Materials and methods
Please see the online supplement for details on procedures for
magnetic resonance studies, isolation and culture of adult rat
ventricular cardiomyocytes, measurement of contractile
parameters, transmission electron microscopy, RNA isolation,
quantitative real-time PCR analysis of gene expression, and
recording of cardiovascular parameters in transgenic rats.
Animals
Transgenic Sprague–Dawley rats expressing a human cTnT
deletion mutation (DEL-TNT) were generated as described
[13]. The investigation conforms to the Guide for the Care
and Use of Laboratory Animals published by the US
National Institutes of Health (NIH Publication No. 85-23,
revised 1996). All experimental procedures in this study
have been performed using rats at the age of 4 to 6 months
except for MRI studies that have been performed with 4week-old rats.
Magnetic resonance studies
To obtain an integrated analysis of cardiac function and
energetics in vivo, a combined approach of MRI and 31P
MRS was applied, as previously described [15]. For
quantification of myocardial PCr/ATP ratios, only voxels
covering the free left ventricular wall were considered,
since in both groups spectra of septal voxels were
occasionally contaminated with 31P signals originating
from chamber blood as reflected by the appearance of
2,3-diphosphoglycerate (DPG) signals (data not shown).
Measurement of contractile parameters of adult rat
ventricular cardiomyocytes
Adult rat cardiomyocytes (ARCM) were isolated from
Sprague–Dawley rats. Twenty four hours after plating, cells
were incubated for 1 h in either Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle
Medium (DMEM) containing glucose (100 mg/dl) or in
glucose-depleted DMEM containing 1 mM 2-deoxy-Dglucose (2-DOG) at 37°C. Subsequently, single-myocyte
contractility was analyzed at 25°C, using a video edge
detection system [23] (Fig. 2). A total of n=65 CMs (derived
from eight DEL-TNT hearts) and 60 control cardiomyocytes
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All results are shown as the mean ± SEM. Real-time PCR
data analyses were carried out using the ΔΔct method [16].
Statistical significance was determined using Student’s
unpaired t test or Fisher’s exact test for the analysis of
categorical data. Values of p < 0.05 were considered
statistically significant.

transgenic rats in correlation with the anatomical 1H MR
image. Table 2 displays PCr/ATP ratios specified for
individual wall regions of the left ventricle. Averaging the
high energy phosphate levels over posterior, lateral, and
anterior walls (Fig. 1b) revealed a significantly decreased
phosphocreatine-to-ATP ratio (PCr/ATP) (−31%; p<0.05;
Fig. 1) of the entire left ventricle. The observed effects were
caused by a drop in PCr levels since no differences in ATP
levels between the groups were detected and total creatine
pools were similar for WT and mutants (Fig. 1, Table 3).
These data suggest that cardiac energy turnover is markedly
increased in DEL-TNT transgenic rat hearts.

Results

Metabolic stress differentially impairs contractile function
of DEL-TNT transgenic cardiomyocytes

(of eight wild-type littermates) were examined by an
investigator blinded to the genotype. Contractile parameters
in ARCM were obtained by video edge detection.
Statistical analyses

31

P magnetic resonance spectroscopy reveals altered cardiac
energy metabolism of DEL-TNT transgenic rats in vivo
To investigate cardiac function of DEL-TNT rats in vivo and
to correlate these data to potentially altered energetics, we
utilized an integrated MRI/31P MRS approach in 4-week-old
DEL-TNT and WT rats as described [15]. Basic functional
cardiac parameters of WT and DEL-TNT rats are summarized in Table 1. In line with our previous data in 10- to 12and 30- to 38-week-old DEL-TNT rats [13] and other
transgenic animal models of cTNT-related HCM [17],
transgenic hearts displayed no cardiac hypertrophy, as
reflected by an identical heart weight/body weight ratio.
Furthermore, ejection fraction as well as ventricular volumes
and diameters were comparable in DEL-TNT animals and
wild-type controls. In contrast, 2D 31P chemical shift
imaging (CSI) revealed a marked decrease of cardiac PCr
levels in DEL-TNT hearts. Figure 1 shows representative 31P
MR spectra extracted from full CSI data sets of WT and
Table 1 Basal cardiac parameters of WT and DEL-TNT rats as
assembled by MRI in vivo
Parameter

WT

DEL-TNT

Animal weight (g)
Heart weight (mg)
Heart body index (mg/g)
End-diastolic volume (µl)
End-systolic volume (µl)
Stroke volume (µl)
Ejection fraction (%)
Heart rate (bpm)
Cardiac output (ml/min)
End-diastolic wall diameter (mm)
End-systolic wall diameter (mm)
Systolic wall thickening (%)

64.80±2.79
251.70±16.29
3.87±0.14
142.62±8.62
47.98±4.45
94.63±5.05
66.71±1.59
393.87±7.33
37.12±1.72
1.21±0.03
1.86±0.04
54.24±1.57

66.66±4.28
244.26±20.21
3.64±0.11
126.73±4.62
38.75±4.41
87.98±3.88
69.65±2.90
397.52±13.35
35.03±2.11
1.21±0.07
1.89±0.09
58.52±8.45

The values are means ± SEM (WT n=7; DEL-TNT n=6). All
comparisons p = n.s.

To further investigate the pathophysiological relevance of the
observed alterations in cardiac energy metabolism, we
examined the contractile function of DEL-TNT transgenic
adult (4–6 months old) rat ventricular cardiomyocytes (CMs)
in comparison to wild-type (WT) controls. The presence of
glucose-containing DMEM, fractional cell shortening was
not significantly different in DEL-TNT CMs compared to
WT controls (19.9%±0.8% vs. 18.8%±0.6%; Fig. 2a, b).
However, after 1 h of glucose depletion, there was still no
significant decline in fractional shortening of WT controls
(−10%±4.9%), while DEL-TNT cardiomyocytes revealed a
significant reduction (−28%±6.0%, p<0.05; Fig. 2a, b).
Measures of systolic and diastolic contraction velocity were
also differentially impaired in DEL-TNT CMs, including
myocyte shortening (−dl/dt=−32.3% (±7.4%) in DEL-TNT
vs. −0.06% (±7.7%) in WT, p<0.01; Fig. 2c) and relengthening (+dl/dt=−26.8% (±6.1%) in DEL-TNT vs. +1.0%
(±8.05%) in WT, p<0.05; Fig. 2d). To investigate if
increased energy demand would exacerbate the decline in
fractional shortening of DEL-TNT cardiomyocytes, we
additionally incubated the cells in 10 nm isoproterenol
(ISO)-containing medium 5 min before measurement of
contraction (Electronic supplementary material). WT and
DEL-TNT CMs responded with a highly significant increase
in fractional shortening after ISO stimulation (WT=+108%
[±7.15%]; DEL-TNT=+87% [±13.9%]; p<0.001). Yet, after
1 h of glucose depletion, again only DEL-TNT CMs
revealed a reduction in fractional shortening (−46%±
9.83%; p<0.05). Likewise, in ISO-stressed DEL-TNT cells,
a marked and highly significant reduction of fractional
shortening upon metabolic stress was observed (−47%±
6.05%; p<0.001). Thus, we observed that, although basal
contractility was not altered in DEL-TNT cardiomyocytes,
these cells displayed an exaggerated susceptibility for
contractile dysfunction under conditions of both decreased
energy supply and increased energy demand compared to
WT controls.
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Fig. 1 Decreased phosphocreatine-to-ATP ratio of DEL-TNT
rat hearts in vivo. a End-diastolic
short axis 1H MR images from a
field of view of 30×30 mm2 and
corresponding representative 31P
MR spectra from selected voxels
of the anterior LV wall. Characteristic spectra show that PCr/
ATP ratio is lower in the transgenic rat compared to the WT
control. b Ejection fraction of all
DEL-TNT transgenic rats (n=6)
and controls (n=7). c Left ventricular phosphocreatine/adenosine triphosphate (PCr/ATP)
ratios averaged over posterior,
lateral, and anterior wall. Data
are mean ± SEM. *p<0.05

Induction of mitochondrial biogenesis in DEL-TNT
rat hearts
It is conceivable that a latent energy deficit may lead to an
increased mitochondrial biogenesis in DEL-TNT cardiomyocytes. Thus, the fractional cell area occupied by
mitochondria was assessed in adult (6 months old)
transgenic rat hearts compared to WT littermates using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Fractional mitochondrial area reflects both the number and size of
mitochondria. Figure 3a shows representative TEM images
of ventricular sections from WT (left) and DEL-TNT rats
(right). Measurement of n=45 transgenic cardiomyocyte

sections compared to n = 43 WT controls revealed a
significant increase in the mitochondrial fraction (+17.9%,
p<0.01) in DEL-TNT ventricular sections (Fig. 3b). These
data suggest that an extended mitochondrial fraction may
serve to compensate for a chronically increased energy
demand in DEL-TNT transgenic rat hearts.
Differential expression of metabolic genes in DEL-TNT
rat hearts
To investigate the molecular basis of the metabolic
phenotype of DEL-TNT rats, we analyzed cardiac gene
expression levels at the age of 6 months by quantitative
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Table 2 PCr/ATP ratios specified for individual left ventricular walls
of WT (n=5) and DEL-TNT (n=6) rats

Lateral left ventricular wall
Anterior left ventricular wall
Posterior left ventricular wall

WT

DEL-TNT

2.10±0.23
2.07±0.21
2.07±0.25

1.38±0.16*
1.45±0.18*
1.49±0.16*

*p<0.05

real-time PCR. We chose to analyze a broad range of genes
involved in various aspects of cardiac energy metabolism,
including molecules important for energy supply and fatty
acid metabolism as well as critical regulators of the
cardiomyocyte’s metabolic state. The target genes were
normalized using oligonucleotide primers for β-actin as an
internal standard. β-Actin was not differentially regulated
in DEL-TNT rats vs. WT controls (data not shown). The
PCR results of several genes were also assessed on the
protein level by Western blot analysis.
Upon real-time PCR analysis, several enzymes involved
in energy generation were found to be upregulated in DELTNT rat hearts, including the mitochondrial Fo-complex of
the ATP synthase (+78%, p<0.01), which is directly
involved in ATP synthesis in the mitochondria as well as
soluble malate dehydrogenase, which catalyzes the final
step of the citric acid cycle (+28%, p<0.05; Fig. 4).
Expression of fatty acid oxidation genes is controlled by
the PPAR-γ coactivator 1α (PGC-1α) [18]. PGC-1α,
which also acts as a key regulator of mitochondrial
biogenesis [19], was found upregulated in DEL-TNT hearts
on the mRNA level (+170%, p<0.05) and on the protein
level (+16.8%, p < 0.05%; Fig. 4a, c). Furthermore,
malonyl-CoA decarboxylase, another major regulator of
mitochondrial fatty acid uptake and oxidation, was significantly induced in DEL-TNT rats (+94%, p<0.001). Fatty
acid transporter FAT/CD36 and the carnitine palmitoyltransferases M-CPT-1 and CPT-2 represent critical steps in
the fatty acid oxidation pathway. Transcripts encoding these
molecules were significantly upregulated in DEL-TNT
hearts (CD36=+138%, p<0.01; CPT-1=+55%, p<0.01;
CPT-2=+46%, p<0.05). Western blot analysis revealed an
upregulation of CD 36 of +24% (p<0.05, Fig. 4c).
Taken together, these findings demonstrate an upregulation of major pathways of cardiac energy production in
Table 3 Quantification of ATP, creatine, and PCr concentrations of
WT (n=5) and DEL-TNT (n=6) rats
Parameter

WT

DEL-TNT

ATP (mM)
Creatinine (mM)
PCr (mM)

6.45±1.17
18.63±1.57
13.41±3.35

6.27±1.44
19.36±1.89
9.01±2.60*

*p<0.05

DEL-TNT rat hearts, which might represent a compensatory mechanism for the observed impaired cardiac energetics.
Increased susceptibility for ventricular arrhythmias in DELTNT transgenic rats
Isoproterenol has been demonstrated to increase myocardial
energy turnover and to decrease the economy of contraction
in failing and non-failing myocardium [20]. Moreover, we
have previously observed that isolated DEL-TNT transgenic rat hearts display ventricular arrhythmias. To now assess
the consequences of acute isoproterenol infusion in vivo,
we monitored heart rate and rhythm of 4- to 6-month-old
DEL-TNT rats (n=7) and WT controls (n=5) under basal
resting conditions and after injection of isoproterenol at
increasing concentrations.
The injection of increasing dosages of isoproterenol had
no differential effect on heart rate of DEL-TNT and WT
rats, respectively (Fig. 5a, b). In contrast, DEL-TNT rats
displayed significantly more premature ventricular complexes than WT rats, both under basal conditions and
following the injection of isoproterenol (Fig. 5c, d).
Moreover, we also observed a marked increase in the
frequency of ventricular triplets in DEL-TNT rats vs. WT,
in particular after injection of the highest dose of
isoproterenol (64 µg/kg) (Fig. 5e, f). Finally, five out of
seven DEL-TNT rats and no WT control displayed
ventricular tachycardias (VTs) after injection of isoproterenol (p<0.05, data not shown), and one DEL-TNT rat died
from sudden cardiac death due to ventricular fibrillation
12 min after injection of 64 µg/kg isoproterenol (Fig. 5g).
In conclusion, these findings demonstrate an increased
susceptibility of DEL-TNT rats for ventricular arrhythmias
after isoproterenol injection in vivo.

Discussion
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is associated with
cardiac hypertrophy, diastolic dysfunction, and an increased
risk of sudden death. While HCM could be linked to
multiple mutations in sarcomeric proteins [1], its pathogenesis is still poorly understood. Recently, inefficient energy
utilization has been suggested as a common molecular
pathway of HCM-associated mutations. In an attempt to
unravel the underlying molecular events, we have previously generated transgenic rats overexpressing a truncated
human cardiac troponin T molecule (DEL-TNT). In this
model, contractile dysfunction as well as an enhanced
susceptibility for ventricular arrhythmias was observed
[13]. These findings were associated with a marked
increase in myofibrillar ATP consumption and thus an
inefficient energy utilization [14]. In the present study, we
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Fig. 2 Impaired contractile function of DEL-TNT cardiomyocytes due to metabolic stress.
Contractility of isolated cardiomyocytes (CM) was analyzed by
video edge detection. Sixty five
CMs derived from eight DELTNT hearts and 60 CMs of eight
WT controls were analyzed. a
Representative tracings of contractions under different metabolic conditions are displayed,
revealing no significant decline
in contractility of WT or DELTNT cardiomyocytes after 1 h of
glucose deprivation (upper two
boxes). In contrast, there was a
marked decrease of contractility
of DEL-TNT CMs (bottom boxes) after 1 h of glucose depletion.
b Quantification of contractile
parameters revealed a decrease of
fractional shortening (FS) of
−28% in DEL-TNT CMs
(±6.0%) due to glucose depletion
as well as a decline of contraction velocity (c) (−32.34%±
7.4%) and relaxation velocity (d)
(−26.82%±6.1%). These parameters were not significantly altered in WT controls. Data are
mean values ± SEM. *p<0.05,
†p<0.01, ‡p<0.001

now corroborate and extend these experiments using both
an in vitro and an in vivo approach, supporting the notion
that altered cardiomyocyte energy metabolism may play an
important role in the pathogenesis of HCM.
Altered energetics in vivo
HCM has been labeled a “disease of the sarcomere” [3], as
many different mutant alleles in at least nine genes
encoding for contractile proteins have been found to give
rise to the pathological phenotype. However, a unifying

hypothesis of the pathogenesis has been hampered by the
fact that different HCM-causing mutations have no
consistent effects on the force-generating capacities and/
or calcium sensitivity of the sarcomere. For example, only
a minority of HCM-associated sarcomeric protein mutations result in reduced force generation in in vitro assays,
which could potentially account for compensatory hypertrophy. On the contrary, several mutations rather enhance
contractility [21].
Recently, inefficient energy utilization and consequently an increased energy demand of the sarcomere have been
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Fig. 3 Extended mitochondrial
fraction in DEL-TNT transgenic
rat hearts. a Electron microscopy of ventricular tissue sections.
Images show the ultrastructure
of ventricular tissue from wildtype (left) or DEL-TNT (right)
animals. b Quantification of the
mitochondrial fraction in 45
sections from three DEL-TNT
rat hearts and 43 sections from
three WT controls. *p<0.01

suggested as key features of many if not all HCMassociated mutations [22]. In terms of cross-bridge cycling
efficiency, we and others could show that cardiac TnT
mutations increase the cost of force production [14, 22].
According to this premise, an increased energy turnover
rate of the sarcomere might compromise the ability of the
cardiomyocyte to maintain sufficient energy levels for
critical homeostatic functions, such as Ca2+ re-uptake [9],
especially under conditions of increased demand such as
exercise. Using 2D 31P CSI, we demonstrate that cardiac
energetics are in fact significantly impaired in DEL-TNT
rats hearts in vivo, reflected by a decreased phosphocreatine to ATP ratio (PCr/ATP). Thus, energy wastage
through inefficient chemo-mechanical transduction would
lead to increased turnover of ATP in certain subcellular
compartments, particularly during periods of stress. These
data are in line with in vitro findings obtained in other
models of HCM, e.g., αMHC403/+- [23] or (R92Q)-TnT
[24]-transgenic mice. In these animal models, a decrease
in PCr due to increased ATP utilization in explanted hearts
could be demonstrated, resulting in an impaired ability of
the heart to recruit its contractile reserve [24]. A decreased
PCr/ATP ratio at the same order of magnitude (−30%) has
also been observed in HCM patients harboring either cardiac
troponin T mutations or mutations in other sarcomeric
proteins [10]. It has been shown that even mutation carriers
who did not display cardiac hypertrophy already revealed an
abnormal PCr/ATP ratio, suggesting that energetic alterations

are not secondary to hypertrophic growth but rather an early
feature in the course of the disease. These findings are
consistent with our observation that alterations of PCR/ATP
ratio could already be detected in very young transgenic rats
at the age of 4 weeks. Since DEL-TNT rat hearts do not
reveal hypertrophy, neither at the age of 4 weeks (Table 1)
nor at older age [13], yet reveal an increased myofibrillar
energy cost of force production [14], “altered energetics”
appears to be a primary and early feature of these hearts,
rather than a secondary phenomenon.
Next, we aimed to establish whether the observed
alterations are cardiomyocyte autonomous and therefore
examined contractile function of isolated ventricular myocytes from adult DEL-TNT rats. These cells displayed
normal contractility compared to WT cardiomycytes when
incubated in glucose-containing medium. However, metabolic stress due to glucose depletion and addition of 2-DOG
led to a significantly decreased shortening fraction as well
as impaired relaxation parameters selectively in transgenic
cardiomyocytes, whereas wild-type cells still revealed
preserved contractility. In additional experiments, we also
stimulated cardiomyocytes with isoproterenol to assess the
consequences of an increased energy demand. After
isoproterenol stimulation and glucose depletion, again only
DEL-TNT cardiomyocytes revealed a decreased shortening
fraction. Thus, while an increased ATP demand in DELTNT mutant hearts might still be compensated for under
basal conditions, it may become limiting in situations of
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Fig. 4 Differential expression
of metabolic genes in DELTNT transgenic rats. Real-time
PCR data of metabolic genes
that were found differentially
regulated in DEL-TNT rat hearts
(n=5) vs. WT controls (n=6). a
Differential regulation of metabolic genes that control energy
supply and mitochondrial biogenesis. b Upregulation of fatty
acid transporter CD36 and the
carnitine palmitoyltransferases
M-CPT-1 and CPT-2 representing critical steps in the fatty acid
oxidation pathway. c Representative Western blots and statistical analysis (n=4) revealing
upregulation of PGC-1α by
16.8%±6.0% (nuclear extracts,
loading control = histone 2B)
and upregulation of CD 36 by
24.3%±7.8% (whole cell
extracts, loading control = tubulin-α). Data are mean values±
SEM. *p<0.05, †p<0.01,
‡p<0.001

increased cardiac work load, i.e., due to physical exertion.
Conceivably, this could result in contractile dysfunction in
vivo. Interestingly, a recent report revealed that HCM
patients with troponin mutations display exercise-induced
LV systolic dysfunction more frequently than HCM patients
with mutations in other genes [25], pointing to a particular
susceptibility of these patients to situations of increased
energy demand.
Induction of mitochondrial biogenesis and differential
regulation of metabolic genes
The theory of impaired energy transfer being central in the
pathogenesis of the HCM phenotype is also supported by
the fact that several inherited syndromes in which mito-

chondrial energy production is defective may result in
asymmetric cardiac hypertrophy, clinically indistinguishable from HCM. These include abnormalities of mitochondrial function caused by mitochondrial tRNA mutations
[12]. In DEL-TNT cardiomyocytes, we found a significant
increase of the mitochondrial fraction by transmission
electron microscopy. Mitochondrial proliferation has also
been observed in histological studies of patients with
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy due to other TNT mutations
[26]. Together with data from a previous study that
demonstrated an increased tension-dependent ATP consumption of DEL-TNT heart muscle fibers [14], these
alterations could be interpreted as a compensatory response
to the cellular energy deficit caused by inefficient sarcomeric energy utilization. Yet, the causative mechanism of
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Fig. 5 Increased susceptibility of DEL-TNT rats for ventricular arrhythmias after isoproterenol injection in vivo. a Shown are the group mean
values ± SEM of the circadian pattern of heart rate in WT (gray) (n=5)
vs. DEL-TNT animals (red) (n=7). Rat’s activity phases during darkness
are underlayed in gray color. Telemetric ECG monitoring reveals a
preserved 24-h heart rate variability in transgenic animals. b Increase in
heart rate after injection of ascending dosages of isoproterenol (ISO) in
both transgenic rats and controls. c Increased frequency of premature
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ventricular complexes (PVCs) under ascending dosages of ISO in DELTNT animals. d Sum of all PVCs/animal under basal conditions and
ascending dosages of ISO. e Registration of triplets under basal
conditions and after injection of increasing concentrations of ISO, again
revealing a significant increase in transgenic rats. f Sum of all triplets/
animal. g Blood pressure (RR) and ECG recording of a DEL-TNT rat
that died of cardiac arrest due to ventricular fibrillation after application
of 64 µg/kg ISO. Data are mean values ± SEM. *p< 0.05; †p<0.001
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increased contractile protein energy turnover triggered by
this troponin T mutation still needs to be exactly delineated.
Given that the C-terminus of TNT binds to troponin C and
I, it seems likely that mutations in this region influence
myofibrillar cooperativity, which in turn may affect the
conformation of actin, ultimately resulting in energyinefficient cross-bridge cycling [14].
Of note, inherited defects in fatty acid uptake due to
CD36 deficiency [11] also lead to a phenotype closely
resembling HCM. In our experimental model, we found
CD36 as well as the carnitine palmitoyltransferases CPT-1
and CPT-2 to be induced, the latter being responsible for
mitochondrial import of fatty acids and controlling the ratelimiting steps in the mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation
pathway [27]. These genes are co-activated by PGC-1α, an
important regulating protein of mitochondrial biogenesis
[18] which was also found to be upregulated in DEL-TNT
hearts. Moreover, ATP synthase and malonyl-CoA decarboxylase, which trigger fatty acid oxidation by degradation
of cardiac malonyl-CoA, were significantly induced in
transgenic rat hearts.
Taken together, the upregulation of metabolic genes might
thus represent a compensatory mechanism for an energetically inefficient myofibrillar contraction. Given that left
ventricular morphology or function is not altered in DELTNT rats in MRI studies, these alterations in gene expression
are not secondary to hypertrophic growth or heart failure but
appear to be an early characteristic of disease pathogenesis,
again suggesting that altered energy homeostasis might be an
important feature of HCM.
Ventricular arrhythmias in DEL-TNT rats
HCM-associated mutations in cardiac troponin T are
associated with a high incidence of sudden death, even in
the absence of significant left ventricular hypertrophy [28].
In isolated working heart preparations from transgenic rats,
we have previously observed an increased susceptibility to
severe ventricular arrhythmias [13]. We now extended these
findings by monitoring heart rate and rhythm in DEL-TNT
transgenic rats in vivo. Since arrhythmic death in HCM
patients particularly occurs on exertion and stress [29], we
subjected transgenic rats and controls to increasing dosages
of isoproterenol, a drug that also causes significant
metabolic stress [20]. Again, DEL-TNT rats were more
prone to develop ventricular arrhythmias upon isoproterenol stimulation, including severe arrhythmias such as
ventricular tachycardia and fibrillation. Arrhythmias in
HCM are commonly attributed to an increase in left
ventricular muscle mass [30], myocyte disarray [28], and
fibrosis [31]. However, at least in animal models of HCM,
there is no clear correlation between the extent of cardiac
fibrosis or myocyte disarray and the arrhythmic risk [32]. In
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our model, transgenic hearts do neither reveal left ventricular hypertrophy nor increased fibrosis [13], but nevertheless are susceptible to ventricular arrhythmias.
Recent experimental data on transgenic rats expressing
the I79N-TNT mutation suggested that alterations in
calcium cycling/homeostasis could contribute to ventricular
arrhythmias in HCM [33]. Cardiomyocytes from these rats
show depressed and prolonged Ca2+ transients compared to
WT controls, which may trigger delayed afterdepolarizations and/or spontaneous Ca2+ oscillations [33]. This was
associated with differential activation of the Ca2+-dependent Na+/Ca2+ exchanger. Slightly prolonged time parameters of Ca2+ transients have also been detected in
ventricular trabeculae of DEL-TNT rats as well as a
decreased maximum calcium activated force [14]. Thus,
the increased energetic cost of force production caused by
the DEL-TNT mutation [14] might both influence the force
and the time response of the cross-bridge duty cycle. Given
the fact that the activity of sarcoplasmatic reticulum Ca2+ATPase (SERCA) is highly energy dependent, a relative
ATP depletion in DEL-TNT cardiomyocytes could trigger
alterations of diastolic Ca2+ removal. In line with this, a
decreased ratio of SERCA/phospholamban was found in
transgenic rats expressing a TNT mutation with deletion of
amino acid 160 [34].
Taken together, our data and findings from other authors
imply that alterations in cardiac energy homeostasis could
contribute to the development of ventricular arrhythmias in
HCM caused by various TNT as well as other sarcomeric
protein mutations. However, it seems likely that other
factors such as fibrosis and severe hypertrophy play an
additional role in arrhythmogenesis in affected patients.
In conclusion, we demonstrate that DEL-TNT rats reveal
a significant dysregulation of cardiac energy metabolism,
even in the absence of contractile dysfunction or significant
hypertrophy. Inefficient sarcomeric energy utilization with
increased myofibrillar ATP consumption could account for
the compensatory upregulation of several metabolic genes
as well as an increased mitochondrial density. It is therefore
conceivable that cardiac energy supply might become
limiting upon increased metabolic demand. Consistent with
this notion, we observed contractile dysfunction in DELTNT cardiomyocytes subjected to metabolic stress. Likewise, transgenic rats revealed an increased susceptibility to
isoproterenol-induced arrhythmias compared to wild-type
controls.
Thus, our findings further support the “energy hypothesis” for HCM, which might provide a molecular basis for
diastolic dysfunction and ventricular arrhythmias upon
exercise in patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.
Future studies should evaluate if modulation of compromised cardiac energy metabolism may provide a new
therapeutic approach for HCM.
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Limitations of the study
Although the present study provides strong evidence for the
contribution of dysregulated cardiac energy metabolism to
the pathogenesis of HCM both in vitro and in vivo, the
exact mechanisms by which mutations in sarcomeric
proteins such as troponin T cause an energetically inefficient sarcomeric contraction on the molecular level still
remain to be defined. Moreover, due to limitations of the
rodent MRI setup, it was not possible to directly assess the
metabolic state of the transgenic animals under conditions
of stress such as exercise.
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